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• In her engaging travel memoir [Marcum] captures the spirit of saudade with an eye for detail and a 
playful earnestness…In the remote islands of the Azores, Marcum seems to have found her spot. 
—The New York Times Book Review 

• If you need a summer vaca@on but can’t get out of town, take a trip to the Azores with Diana 
Marcum. Her travel memoir about her special connec@on to the islands will make you want to drop 
everything and hop on the next flight to paradise.―HelloGiggles 

• Lazy mornings, family intrigue, cantankerous bulls, hope. Diana Marcum found it all on a potato-
shaped island in the middle of the Atlan@c. And thank goodness she did, for the resul@ng tale is as 
inspira@onal as it is entertaining. Marcum is the perfect travel companion: smart, open-minded, and 
just the right amount of funny. She’s also endearing, in a Bad News Bears sort of way, and by the end 
of The Tenth Island I found myself not only liking her but roo@ng for her too. 
―Eric Weiner, author of The Geography of Bliss 

Reporter Diana Marcum is in crisis. A long-buried personal sadness is enfolding her—and her career is 
stalled—when she stumbles upon an unusual group of immigrants living in rural California. She follows 
them on their annual return to the remote Azorean Islands in the Atlan@c Ocean, where bulls run down 
village streets, volcanoes are ac@ve, and the people celebrate festas to ease their saudade, a longing so 
deep that the Portuguese word for it can’t be fully translated. 

Years later, California is in a terrible drought, the wildfires seem to never end, and Diana finds herself s@ll 
dreaming of those islands and the chuva—a rain so soV you don’t no@ce when it begins or ends. 
With her troublesome Labrador retriever in tow, Diana returns to the islands of her dreams only to 
discover that there are s@ll things she longs for—and one of them may be a surprising new love. 

 
Diana Marcum won the Pulitzer Prize in 2015 for her series on the California drought 
in the Los Angeles Times and was a Nieman fellow at Harvard University in 2018. She 
has been a staff writer for the Los Angeles Times since 2011 and previously was a 
journalist at the Fresno Bee.

www.hillnadell.com rights@hillnadell.com

Diana Marcum, THE TENTH ISLAND: 
Finding Joy, Beauty, and Unexpected Love in the Azores 
(Li`le A, August 2018) 

From a Pulitzer Prize-winning writer comes an exuberant memoir of a 
woman discovering joy and connecCon on the Azorean islands of the 
AtlanCc Ocean. 
• A Washington Post bestseller  
• An Amazon Charts Most Read book 
• Featured on New York Times’s Holiday GiV Guide and number nine on 

their list of “52 Books for 52 Places” 
Rights sold: Korea/Next Wave Media; Portugal/Cultura Editora 

Nonfic@on; Finished book available; 251 pages 
*Publisher controls Asian and some Eastern European rights
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• [Tiel] shares some of the life lessons (and funny moments) from her decades long friendship with Elizabeth 
Taylor in The Absolute Woman. “Elizabeth taught me to make your own money and buy your own shoes." 
—People Magazine 

• Vicky…is an intriguing mix of keen businesswomen, a hopeless romanFc, and a great girlfriend you want to 
dish all your troubles to.—Lady Magazine 

Bringing together all of Vicky’s best stories about great actresses and celebriFes, original sketches of her dresses, 
and personal photos, The Absolute Woman is a tribute to fearless women everywhere. Tiel shares her secrets for 
living a bold and confident life. She writes with her trademark humor and passion about finding love, eaFng for 
health and beauty, and harnessing your smarts to create the life you want. Filled with gossip and anecdotes of her 
wild, celebrity-filled life, the book is a tribute to all the fearless and amazing women of the world.   

• [Vicky Tiel lived] the swinging 1960s to their immoderate fullest—dirty dancing at Castel’s in Paris, skiing 
holidays in CorFna, orgies in Rome, a heartbreaking romance with Hollywood.—The New York Times 

• A breeze through her years in the worlds of fashion, celebrity, sex, and food… Reading her stories is a grand 
Fme.—The Wall Street Journal 

• A delicious romp...her memoir reads like all of the juiciest bits of your favorite gossip magazine, pushing back 
the curtains of an over-the-top life among the who's who of the ‘60s-'80s.—Kirkus Reviews  

Vicky Tiel has spent her career designing clothes that make real women look fabulous. Her sexy, fresh hot pants 
and miniskirts were used by Woody Allen in his first movie, What's New, Pussycat?, her classic design inspired the 
red dress that transformed Julia Roberts in Pre9y Woman, and her creaFons are worn today by stars like Halle 
Berry and Kim Kardashian. Tiel's own life has been dance-the-night-away fun, from her earliest days flunking out of 
Parsons, to starFng a chic bouFque with best friend Mia Fonssagrives in Paris, from marrying MGM's top make-up 
man to becoming Elizabeth Taylor's dear friend. Tiel forged her own path, and picked up some disFncFve and hard-
earned lessons along the way. In It’s All About The Dress you'll get a glimpse of what it's like to be Hollywood 
royalty, discover the seducFon secrets of the greats, and even learn legendary model Dorian Leigh's recipe 
for gigot d'agneau sept heures.

www.hillnadell.com rights@hillnadell.com

Vicky Tiel, THE ABSOLUTE WOMAN: 
It’s All About Feminine Power 
(Post Hill Press, October 2018) 

Design legend Vicky Tiel shares everything she’s learned about confidence and style from 
decades of dressing the world’s most glamorous women. 

NonficFon; Finished book available; 304 pages

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE DRESS: 
What I Learned in Forty Years About Men, Women, Sex, and Fashion 
(St. MarFn’s Press, August 2012) 

From an “It girl” of the 1960s, gossipy, fun-filled stories of four decades of fashion, celebrity, 
and Hollywood glamour across the capitals of Europe.  

 
NonficFon; Finished book available; 336 pages
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• Like Montaigne, Moor writes about one subject as a way of touching on 100 others. On Trails considers Greek 
mythology and the origins of life, the intricacy of caterpillar nests and the stealth of elephants. He’s a 
philosopher on foot, recording his journey through miles of wilderness and through a mind sorAng out the 
meaning of travel itself.—The Wall Street Journal 

• You might think of Robert Moor as the Roger Angell of trail-walking. Just as Angell’s reports on specific baseball 
games segue effortlessly into reflecAons on the venerable sport itself, so Moor looks up from whatever trail he 
may be on to see the big picture… On Trails is an engaging blend of travelogue, sociology, history, and 
philosophy that might be summed up as a meditaAon on the centrality of trails to animal and human life. 
—The Washington Post 

• In the hallowed tradiAon of Robert Macfarlane, Moor’s beauAful travelogue is a meditaAon on trails: as 
cultural space, as history, as inAmate terrain. This is just the Acket for your big summer adventure. 
—San Francisco Chronicle 

• Part natural history, part scienAfic inquiry, but most of all a deeply thoughRul human meditaAon on how we 
walk through life, Moor’s book is enchanAng.—The Boston Globe 

On Trails is a sweeping narraAve that reveals how trails allow us to make sense of our disordered world, how order 
emerges out of chaos, and how the oS overlooked trail follows a path that leads to a higher understanding of our 
relaAonship with nature, the world around us, and ulAmately how we choose to live our lives.  

In Robert Moor’s upcoming book, In Trees: An Explora@on, he conAnues his physical and intellectual journey, this 
Ame about trees as the key to almost everything in the universe, from forests to rivers to commerce to streams of 
informaAon. Weaving together mythology, science, philosophy, religion, poetry, poliAcal acAvism, and more than 
one hair-raising adventure in the tree-tops, In Trees gives a fresh glimpse of how we grow, and how the world can 
grow together as one. 

 
Robert Moor has wriUen for Harper’s, n+1, New York, and GQ, among other publicaAons. A recipient 
of the Middlebury Fellowship in Environmental Journalism, he has won mulAple awards for his 
nonficAon wriAng. He lives in Halfmoon Bay, BriAsh Columbia and is currently wriAng In Trees, the 
follow-up to On Trails.

www.hillnadell.com rights@hillnadell.com

Robert Moor, ON TRAILS: An Explora8on 
(Simon & Schuster, July 2016) 
A stunningly original book about how trails help us understand the world and 
create order from chaos.  
• New York Times bestseller - Science and Travel 
• Winner of Stanford University’s 2018 William Saroyan InternaAonal Prize  
• Winner of the Pacific Northwest Book Award 2017 
• A NaAonal Outdoor Books Award Winner 
• An Indie Bound Bestseller 
• On more than 12 Best Books of the Year lists, including: The Boston Globe, The SeaGle 

Times, Amazon, NaIonal Post, The Telegraph, The Guardian, Booklist, Waterstones, New 
York Magazine 

Rights sold: UK/Aurum Press; China/PTP; Italy/Corbaccio; Japan/A&F Corp;  
Korea/Mirae N; Netherlands/Ten Have; Spain/Capitan Swing; Taiwan/The Walk;  
Turkey/KolekAf 
NonficAon; Finished book available; 352 pages
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• Refreshing, for-fying, and consoling, Lost Art is a hear3elt medita-on, packed with so many first-rate apercus I 
used up a lot of highlighter…a small jewel of a trea-se.—San Francisco Chronicle 

• I was electrified by his celebra-on of narra-ve and startling insights.—Joe Hill, author of The Fireman 

• Ulin has found a powerful and instruc-ve form of resistance in his lifelong love of books…A necessary and 
deeply human read.—Claire Dederer, author of Love and Trouble 

• A manifesto that argues for reading to defy ‘encroachment of the buzz.’ Ulin uses his customary insight to 
reflect on coming of age as a reader.—Chicago Tribune 

• Ulin’s book is the act of cri-cism—both cultural and literary—that makes one want to read. He reminds us that 
the currency of ideas is always open to us if we put in the effort, and that the moments of enlightenment, of 
transcendence that we might gain from literature are part of what makes a life worth living.—Biblioklept 

• Ulin explores the importance of the stolen moment, the quiet solitude provided by reading a book, and the 
ways in which our lives are shaped and enriched by reading…Though highly informa-onal, the book reads 
similar to a novel; with poignancy and humor, Ulin retells his own experiences from his reading-centered 
youth…A phenomenal piece that will inspire anyone to immediately pick up another book to read. 
—World Literature Today 

A blend of memoir and cri-cism, Ulin writes about the collapse of a communal narra-ve and why making room for 
silence and s-llness in our 24/7 world is crucial. He celebrates the joys of a life of reading and why art and reading 
provide the best version of shared experience and is a form of revolt in these dangerous -mes. Like Rebecca 
Solnit’s Hope in the Dark or Timothy Snyder’s On Tyranny, The Lost Art of Reading is about resistance, right now.  

 

David L. Ulin is the former Book Cri-c for the Los Angeles Times. A 2015 Guggenheim 
Fellow, his other books include: Sidewalking: Coming to Terms with Los Angeles, 
shortlisted for the PEN/Diamonstein-Spielvogel Award for the Art of the Essay; The 
Myth of Solid Ground: Earthquakes, PredicIon, and the Fault Line Between Reason and 
Faith, which was selected as a best book of the year by the Chicago Tribune and the San 
Francisco Chronicle. He is also the editor of three anthologies, and his wri-ng has 
appeared in the AtlanIc Monthly, The NaIon, The New York Times, Bookforum, The 
Paris Review, and on NPR's All Things Considered.

www.hillnadell.com rights@hillnadell.com

David L. Ulin, THE LOST ART OF READING: 
Books and Resistance in a Troubled Time 
(Sasquatch/PRH, September 2018) 

“Reading is a revoluIonary act” Ulin writes in this compelling series 
of essays about why books and stories are the most effecIve way to 
crack open the universe and communicate. 

• With a new Introduc-on and Aferword by the author 

Rights sold: Denmark/Jensen go Dalgaard; Japan/Kashiwa Shobo (previous 
edi-on) 

Nonfic-on; Finished book available; 180 pages
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• A poignant, funny book about the life of a modern-day dad.—Los Angeles Times 
• In this beau;fully honest, richly textured, o>en hilarious dispatch from the home front, David McGlynn 

illuminates how paren;ng puts everything into perspec;ve, most of all our own bedeviled selves. 
—David Giffels, author of Furnishing Eternity: A Father, a Son, a Coffin, and a Measure of Life  

• A pleasing blend of humor and humility that shows what it means to be a father today...Timeless, funny, and 
honest stories of raising boys.—Kirkus Reviews 

• Sharp, tender, and terrifically funny.—Madhuri Vijay, author of The Far Field  
• Each brutally honest chapter is filled with heart and humor as McGlynn shares his most tender and most trying 

moments as a parent… All parents will relate and enjoy, but fathers of sons will certainly relish this charming 
and hilarious tale of fatherhood.—Booklist 

• I am grateful for David McGlynn's thoughKul, vulnerable, and o>en hilarious observa;ons on fatherhood... 
I can use all the help I can get.—Michael Perry, New York Times bestselling humorist 

• McGlynn’s trek through young parenthood, missteps, brawls, avalanches, and all, is as entertaining and shrewd 
as any book I’ve read in some ;me.—James McManus, author of PosiBvely FiDh Street 

• One Day You’ll Thank Me is a wonderful book with a big heart. David McGlynn tells a ;meless story in a 
personal voice, rich with humor and humanity.—Susan Casey, former Editor in Chief of O: The Oprah Magazine 

Though he grew up longing to be closer to his dad who lived three states away, fatherhood caught David McGlynn 
completely off guard. His sons were conceived in quick succession—the first when the author was a dirt-poor 
student and the second not long a>er he’d moved his family across the country to start a new job. As a result, 
McGlynn found himself colliding into fatherhood as though it were a car accident, at once scared to death and 
uQerly thrilled. Just like many new fathers, he hopes he’s doing the right thing—but he’s never quite sure. 

One Day You’ll Thank Me translates the small, o>en hilarious moments common among parents of young children, 
especially dads, into “life lessons” about fatherhood. Comprised of 24 interconnected chapters, the stories invoke 
a sense of humor and honesty. This is poignant memoir filled with the insights a humorous episode might yield if 
we pay aQen;on, and an expanded understanding of what it means to be a modern father. 

David McGlynn is the author of A Door in the Ocean and The End of the Straight and 
Narrow. Recent work— including from One Day You’ll Thank Me—has appeared in The New 
York Times, Men’s Health, O: The Oprah Magazine, Real Simple, Parents, and elsewhere. 
Three of his essays have been named Notable Essays in the Best American Essays anthology, 
and another, “Rough Water,” appeared in Best American Sports WriBng in 2009. He teaches 
at Lawrence University in Wisconsin.

www.hillnadell.com rights@hillnadell.com

David McGlynn, ONE DAY YOU’LL THANK ME: 
Lessons from an Unexpected Fatherhood 
(Counterpoint, June 2018) 

A memoir of parenBng that captures the joys, terrors, moral 
ambiguiBes, and absurdiBes of raising boys in the modern world. 

• Featured in Father’s Day Gi> Guides by Los Angeles Times and Toronto 
Star 

Nonfic;on; Finished book available; 272 pages



Enrique’s Journey
The story of a boy’s dangerous odyssey to reunite with his mother
by Sonia Nazario

Named by The New York Times as one of the 
3 Books to Read on the Toll of Migration on Children

. Over Three-Quarters of a Million Copies Sold
. National Bestseller

. #1 Bestseller on Amazon
. Based on the Pulitzer Prize winning story

. Named one of the best books of the year by The Washington 
Post, San Francisco Chronicle, Miami Herald, 

and San Antonio Express-News
. Translated into 8 languages

. Speaking engagements at over 400 universities and conferences
. Featured on CNN, MSNBC, The Daily Show and more

“A prodigious feat of reporting . . . vivid and detailed . . . [Nazario is] amazingly thorough and intrepid.”—Newsday

“A stirring and troubling book about a magnificent journey. . . . Enrique’s Journey is about love. It’s about family. It’s about home.”
—The Washington Post Book World

“[Nazario] is a fearless reporter who traveled hundreds of miles atop freight trains in order to palpably re-create the danger that faces young 
migrants as they flee north.”—People (four stars)

“This is a twenty-first-century Odyssey… This is outstanding journalism.”—Isabel Allende

“Astounding . . . I am unaware of any journalist who has voluntarily placed herself in greater peril to nail down a story than did Nazario.”
— Steve Weinberg, former Executive Director of Investigative Reporters and Editors, The Baltimore Sun

“A story of heartache, brutality, and love deferred that is near mythic in its power.”—Los Angeles Magazine

“A remarkable feat of immersion reporting . . . [Gives] the immigrant . . . flesh and bone, history and voice . . . The kind of story we have 
told ourselves throughout history, a story we still need to hear.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review

“A meticulously documented account of an epic journey, one undertaken by thousands of children every year . . . [Nazario] covers both 
positive and negative effects of immigration, illuminating the problem’s complexity. . . . In telling Enrique’s story [she] bears witness for us 
all.”—San Francisco Chronicle

“This is a harrowing odyssey that depicts one young man’s attempts to reunite with his mother and the social and economic issues involved 
in illegal immigration.”—Booklist

Rights Sold: Random House/US English & World Spanish; ANZ/Scribe; Taiwan/Harvest

AWARDS FOR ENRIQUE’S JOURNEY
. Pulitzer Prize, feature writing, for Enrique’s Journey

. George Polk Award for International Reporting, for Enrique’s Journey
. Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Award for Outstanding Coverage of the 

Problems of the Disadvantaged, Grand Prize Winner, for Enrique’s Journey
. California Book Award, Silver Medal, Non-fiction

. Christopher Book Award
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• The best China thriller I've ever seen—a propulsive nail-biter that roars with seamless confidence into a 
China most Western authors can barely penetrate.―Nicole Mones, author of The Last Chinese Chef  

• Beijing Payback kicks major ass. A fast-moving, electric thriller that will remind you why you love the 
genre. I don’t know where Daniel Nieh has been hiding all these years, but he arrives here fully formed, a 
writer already at the top of his game.―Tod Goldberg, New York Times bestselling author of The House of 
Secrets and Gangsterland  

• Like his driven, basketball playing, Chinese-American hero, Daniel Nieh has got skills. Full of revenge, 
treachery, intrigue, and violence, Beijing Payback also tells a compellingly human tale about the ghosts 
and secrets that haunt the children of immigrants. A strong and entertaining debut. 
―Sebas3an Rotella, author of Rip Crew 

Victor Li is devastated by his father’s murder, and shocked by a confessional leLer he finds among his father’s 
things. In it, his father admits that he was never just a restaurateur—in fact he was part of a vast internaMonal 
crime syndicate that formed during China’s leanest communist years.  

Victor travels to Beijing, where he invesMgates his father’s secret criminal life, confronMng decades-old 
grudges, violent spats, and a shocking new enterprise that the organizaMon wants to undertake. Standing up 
against it is likely what got his father killed, but Victor remains undeterred. He enlists his growing network of 
allies and friends to finish what his father started, no maLer the costs.  

Daniel Nieh is a Chinese-English translator who has been working in China since 
the 2008 Beijing Olympics. He interprets for companies, diplomats, the US State 
Department, museums, aucMon houses, and other cultural insMtuMons. Daniel 
holds a Bachelors degree in East Asian languages from the University of 
Pennsylvania and received a Thouron Award to study at the School of Oriental 
and African Studies, University of London, where he earned a Masters degree in 
Chinese Studies with disMncMon. He has worked as a model in China and the 
United States.

www.hillnadell.com rights@hillnadell.com

Daniel Nieh, BEIJING PAYBACK 
(Ecco, July 2019) 

A fresh, smart, and fast-paced revenge thriller bursGng with 
personality and pathos about a college basketball player 
discovering shocking truths about his Chinese family in the wake of 
his father’s murder. 

FicMon; Galley available; 320 pages 
*Publisher controls World English rights
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• Tuesday Mooney Talks to Ghosts is a story like no other. This tale of a high-stakes scavenger hunt—and the 
complex inner lives of those compe;ng—is wi=y, exci;ng, and absolutely rive;ng. Before you know it, 
you’ll be playing the game right along with the characters, and with your full heart. I loved this. 
—Kayla Rae Whitaker, author of The Animators 

• Shirley Jackson by way of Henry James by way of The Wes6ng Game—but pure hilariously wry and wi=y 
Kate Racculia. This book was so engrossing and so delighHul that I actually yelped when it ended—I wish 
every book was as much pure fun as Tuesday Mooney.—Amber Sparks, author of The Unfinished World  

• Tuesday Mooney Talks to Ghosts is at once a quirky ghost story, an addic;ve adventure tale, a love le=er 
to the city of Boston, and, at its center, a story about grieving, in;macy, and what it means to be a true 
friend. I loved every page of this smart, exuberant book, from its intriguing start to its hearHelt finish. An 
absolute joy to read.—Louise Miller, author of The City Baker’s Guide to Country Living and The Late 
Bloomers’ Club 

Tuesday Mooney is a loner. She keeps to herself, begrudgingly socializes, and spends much of her ;me 
watching old Twin Peaks and X-Files DVDs. But when Vincent Pryce, Boston’s most eccentric billionaire, 
dies—leaving behind an epic treasure hunt through the city, with clues inspired by his hero, Edgar Allan 
Poe—Tuesday’s adventure finally begins.  

Puzzle-loving Tuesday searches for clue aSer clue, joined by a ragtag crew: a wisecracking friend, an 
adoring teen neighbor, and a handsome, cagey young heir. The hunt tests their me=le, and with other 
teams from around the city also vying for the promised prize—a share of Pryce’s immense wealth—they 
must move quickly. Pryce’s clues can’t be cracked with sharp wit alone; the searchers must summon the 
courage to face painful ghosts from their pasts (some more vivid than others) and discover their most 
guarded desires and dreams.  

A deliciously funny ode to imagina;on, overflowing with love le=ers to art, from The Wes6ng Game to 
Madonna to the Knights of the Round Table, Tuesday Mooney Talks to Ghosts is the perfect read for thrill 
seekers, wanderers, word lovers, and anyone looking for an escape to the extraordinary.  

Kate Racculia grew up in Syracuse, New York where she played bassoon in her high school 
band and voraciously read Mary Higgins Clark, Agatha Chris;e, and Ellen Raskin. Her novel 
Bellweather Rhapsody won an Alex Award in 2015 and she was shortlisted for the New York 
Public Library Young Lions Award. Kate received her MFA from Emerson College and is the 
author of This Must Be the Place and Bellweather Rhapsody. 

www.hillnadell.com rights@hillnadell.com

Kate Racculia, TUESDAY MOONEY TALKS TO GHOSTS 
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, October 2019) 

Bellweather Rhapsody author Kate Racculia's Tuesday Mooney Talks 
to Ghosts is a Gothic adventure story, a treasure hunt using the life 
and stories of Edgar Allan Poe as clues and an open-hearted, 
generous tale of finding true friendship and love when you least 
expect it. 

• Bellweather Rhapsody op;oned by TNT 

Rights: UK/Harper UK as Tuesday Mooney Wore Black 
Author Previously Published by: Brazil/Globo; Germany/Blanvalet;  
Spain/Salamandra 

Fic;on; Galley available; es;mated 368 pages
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• Ms. Deón is not merely another new author to watch. She has delivered something whole, and to be 

reckoned with, right now.—The New York Times 

• A story of powerful, blinding love and excruciaAng suffering, [Grace] is wriEen with such paAent 
aEenAon to visual detail that I oGen felt like I was there peeking in from behind a tree or around the 
corner of a nearby hallway.―Los Angeles Review of Books 

• [A] haunAng portrait of slavery, love, and violence.―Newsday 

• Deón’s genius lies, in part, in wriAng a book that sustains a murder ballad’s intensity for hundreds of 
pages and gets into your bones like a song.―Rebecca Solnit, author of Men Explain Things to Me 

For a runaway slave in the 1840s South, life on the run can be just as dangerous as life under a sadisAc 
Master. That's what fiGeen-year-old Naomi learns aGer she escapes the brutal confines of life on an 
Alabama plantaAon and takes refuge in a Georgia brothel run by a gun-toAng Jewish madam named 
Cynthia. Amidst a revolving door of gamblers and prosAtutes, Naomi falls into a love affair with a smooth-
talking white man named Jeremy. 

The product of their union is Josey, whose white skin and blond hair mark her as different from the 
others on the plantaAon. Having been taken in as an infant by a free slave named Charles, Josey has 
never known her mother, who was murdered at her birth. Josey soon becomes caught in the Ade of 
history when news of the EmancipaAon ProclamaAon reaches her and a day of supposed freedom turns 
into one of unfathomable violence that will define Josey―and her lost mother― for years to come. 

Natashia Deón is the recipient of a PEN Center USA Emerging Voices Fellowship and has 
been awarded fellowships and residencies at Yale, Bread Loaf, Dickinson House in Belgium 
and the Virginia Center for CreaAve Arts. Named one of 2013’s Most FascinaAng People by 
LA Weekly, she has an MFA from UC Riverside and is the creator of the popular LA-based 
reading series Dirty Laundry Lit and The Table. Her wriAng has appeared in Lenny, American 
Short Fic=on, Buzzfeed, LA Review of Books, and The RaFling Wall, among others. A 
pracAcing lawyer, she currently teaches law at Trinity Law School.

www.hillnadell.com rights@hillnadell.com

Natashia Deón, GRACE 
(Counterpoint Press, June 2016) 

A sweeping, intergenera=onal saga featuring a group of outcast women 
during one of the most compelling eras in American history. It is a universal 
story of freedom, love, and motherhood, told in a dazzling and original voice 
set against a rich and transpor=ng historical backdrop. 

• A New York Times Book of the Year 
• Best Book of the Year 2016: Kirkus Reviews, Book Riot, The Root, Entropy 

Magazine 
• 2017 NAACP Image Award Nominee 
• 2017 Black Caucus American Library AssociaAon Award Winner for Best Debut 

FicAon 
• Author’s next novel has been sold to Counterpoint Press for publicaAon in 2020 

FicAon; Finished book available; 400 pages
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• Sweeping and richly hued.—The New York Times Book Review 

• Gorgeously wri6en.—Entertainment Weekly 

• Jamie Harrison breathes fresh life into a fascina=ng period…An adventurous, ambi=ous, inven=ve novel by a 
writer to relish.—Colum McCann, winner of the Na=onal Book Award for Let The Great World Spin 

• ThoughFul, richly wri6en historical fic=on.—Kirkus Reviews 
• A luminous story of a woman suspended between two worlds, one promising, the other catastrophic. 

―BookPage 

• This deliciously ambi=ous novel delivers one memorable character aIer another. None is more magne=c than 
the ‘Widow Nash’ herself, a fabulous heroine and irresis=ble travel companion. Jamie Harrison is a clever, 
giIed writer, and this shining book is flat-out terrific.—Carl Hiaasen, New York Times bestselling author of 
Razor Girl 

• Readers will treasure Harrison’s rich characteriza=on and sharp turns of phrase.—Publishers Weekly (starred 
and boxed review) 

• Mesmerizing…the Wild West takes on a feminist perspec=ve.―Caroline Leavi2, New York Times bestselling 
author  

Dulcy Remfrey has traveled the globe with her eccentric father Walton, a wealthy entrepreneur obsessed with 
earthquakes and catastrophe, searching for a cure to his long ba6le with syphilis. Their deep connec=on is 
tested when Walton returns from an African expedi=on—it seems he’s lost his mind along with a great sum of 
money. Dulcy’s obsessive ex-fiancé (and her father’s business partner) insists she come to Sea6le to help. 
When her father dies Dulcy sees a chance to escape and disappears from a train to recreate herself as the 
wealthy young widow Mrs. Nash. But her old life won’t let go so easily, and soon her ex-fiancé is on her trail, 
threatening the new life she is so eager to create. 

Jamie Harrison has lived in Montana with her family for almost thirty years. 
She has worked as a caterer, writer, and as a technical editor for 
archaeological, botanical, and biological reports. She is the daughter of Jim 
Harrison.

www.hillnadell.com rights@hillnadell.com

Jamie Harrison, THE WIDOW NASH 
(Counterpoint Press, June 2016) 

A masterful, exuberant novel about fathers and daughters and the 
search for the true meaning of independence. 
• Winner of the 2017 “Reading the West Award” for Fic=on 
• Finalist for the 2018 “High Plains Book Award” for Fic=on 
• A PNBA Indie Bound Bestseller 
• A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice 
• NPR’s Morning EdiIon/Nancy Pearl Summer Reading List 
• Must Read lists: Entertainment Weekly, PureWow, Publishers Weekly, Book 

Riot, Newsday 
• Author’s next novel has been sold to Counterpoint Press for publica=on in 

2020 

Fic=on; Finished book available; 384 pages
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• A stunning picture of a country caught between tradi6on and modern life. Her descrip6ons of Chinese food…will 

really make your mouth water.—Entertainment Weekly 

• Effortlessly weaves together a fast-paced roman6c plot with profound precepts from ancient Chinese food culture…
Delicious.—Wall Street Journal 

• I don’t think there’s ever been anything quite like this. It’s a love story, it’s a mystery, and it’s also the most thorough 
explana6on of Chinese food that I’ve ever read in the English language.—Ruth Reichl, NPR 

 

• Luminous… thought provoking…undeniably entertaining.—The New York Times 

• A gripping yarn with an exo6c backdrop. It’s also a luscious love story, a poli6cal thriller, and a close up of a China 
that is changing almost day by day.—Associated Press 

• A gripping story…an engrossing narra6ve of adventure and desire.—San Francisco Chronicle 

• Mones succeeds in integra6ng archeological history, spiritual philosophy, and cultural disloca6on into a tale of 
iden6ty on many levels.—Publishers Weekly (starred review) 

Nicole Mones’ novels Night in Shanghai, The Last Chinese Chef, Lost in Transla3on, and A Cup of Light are in 
print in more than twenty-two languages and have received mul6ple juried prizes, including the KaSa Prize and 
Kiriyama Prize. Mones’ nonfic6on wri6ng on China has also appeared in The New York Times Magazine, 
Gourmet, The Los Angeles Times, and The Washington Post. She is a member of the Na6onal CommiVee on U.S.-
China Rela6ons.

www.hillnadell.com         rights@hillnadell.com

THE LAST CHINESE CHEF 
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2007) 
This alluring novel of friendship, love, and cuisine brings best-selling author Nicole Mones to 
one of the great Chinese subjects: food. 
• Op6oned to Wendy Finerman (“Forrest Gump,” “The Devil Wears Prada”) and Jeff Sharp 
• Finalist for the Kiriyama Prize for Fic6on 
• World Gourmand Cookbook Award Winner 
• Indie Bound/Book Sense Pick 

Rights sold: ANZ/4th Estate-HarperCollins; Italy/Neri Pozza 
Previously Published by: Brazil/Objec6va; Bulgaria/Gourmet; Greece/Melani; Israel/Kinneret; Korea/Prunsoop; 
Poland/Świat Książki; Spain/Nabla Ediciones; Thailand/Ma6chon Publishing; Turkey/Dogan Kitap 

Fic6on; Finished book available; 300 pages

LOST IN TRANSLATION 
(Delacorte Press, 1999) 

A novel of searing intelligence and startling originality. 

• Op6oned by Gigi Pritzker/MWM Studios 
• Na6onal bestseller 
• New York Times Notable Book and Editor’s Choice 
• Jane Heidinger KaSa Prize for Best Work of Fic6on 
• Pacific Northwest Booksellers Associate Annual Book Award Winner 

Rights sold: ANZ/4th Estate-HarperCollins 
Previously Published by: CroaIa/Znanje, Zagreb; Czech Republic/Dita; France/Belfond and France Loisirs; 
Germany/Goldman; Greece/Melani; Hungry/Tiara; Italy/Longanesi and Neri Pozza; Lithuania/Svajoniu;  
Norway/Hjemmets; Turkey/Yakamez  
Fic6on; Finished book available; 384 pages
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Zandra ‘Zee’ Parfi, is one of the last human survivors of a cosmic disaster that merged hundreds of 
planets into the mysterious patchwork wasteland of Chimerika. A@er learning that the experiments of 
her late father, the diabolical Doctor Once, created this world, Zee and her companions—classmate Erik 
Farrell and mermaid warrior Morgan—embark on a dangerous quest filled with robots, monsters, 
unknown civilizaLons, and unlikely allies. Together they push back against the relentless ConsorLum, who 
want control of this new world at any cost. Through it all, Zee searches for the truth of her past so 
she can redeem her father’s legacy. 

• A classic tale of fantasy exploraLon.—Publishers Weekly 

• Ready to join the ranks of books like Bone and Amulet as one of the very best…A great blend of 
fantasy and pulp elements that will appeal to fans of all ages.—Blastr 

• Young readers may come for the insect princess and the dragon, but they will stay because they will 
see a character who struggles with the same uncertainLes and anxieLes they do. 
—Fangirl Na5on 

• The episodic plot and quick-fire pace will appeal to reluctant readers hoping for a big payoff from a 
small package.—Booklist

www.hillnadell.com rights@hillnadell.com

David Gallaher & Steve Ellis, THE ONLY LIVING GIRL 
Vol. 1: The Island at The Edge of Infinity 
(Papercutz, March 2019) 

From the award-winning team behind The Only Living Boy,  
David Gallaher and Steve Ellis bring you The Only Living Girl, 
an ac>on-packed adventure perfect for fans of Amulet,  
Ms. Marvel, and DC Super Hero Girls. 

Graphic novel; Finished pages available; 72 pages

THE ONLY LIVING BOY OMNIBUS (Vol. 1-5) 
(Papercutz, July 2018) 

A troubled boy runs away from home only to wake up on a fractured planet with strange 
creatures at war. He is The Only Living Boy. Volumes 1-5 now collected together with bonus 
pages. 

Rights sold: Spain/Hirukoa  
Graphic novel; Finished pages available; 416 pages  
Individual Volumes available (80 pages each) 

David Gallaher & Steve Ellis have pioneered the landscape of digital comics, tamed 
werewolves, and fought vast conspiracies—and that’s just the beginning! Bo,led Lightning is 
their undertaking, sparking life and excitement into stories for themselves and a broad range 
of brands, including The Walking Dead, Green Lantern, Dungeons & Dragons, MTV, and the 
New York City Police Department. Their featured projects include High Moon, The Only Living 
Boy, and Box 13.
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• Striking.—The New York Times Book Review 
• Osborne and Fish deliver a heartrending YA drama with this graphic novel, showcasing how the building blocks 

of a fairy tale can be reassembled into something new and enlightening.—A.V. Club 
• Will make readers believe–maybe not in fairies, but in Wendy.—Publishers Weekly (starred review) 

• You’ll thrill to Fish’s linework and facial acEng and you’ll swoon for Osborne’s vivid characterizaEon of a girl 
struggling to separate fact from ficEon while navigaEng trauma.—New York Magazine’s Vulture 

• Truly one of a kind.—Newsarama (10 of 10 stars) 
• This unexpected gem stands out among laLer-day versions of Peter Pan thanks to its embrace of genuine 

emoEon and psychological gravity. Highly recommended to all graphic novel and fantasy fans, and especially to 
YA readers.—School Library Journal (starred review) 

• As magical as it is melancholy.—Mental Floss 

• An incredibly imaginaEve, unique, and touching story.—Nerdist 

Sixteen-year-old Wendy Davies accidentally crashes her car into a lake with her two younger brothers in the 
backseat. When she wakes in the hospital, she is told that her youngest brother, Michael, is dead. Wendy—a once 
raEonal teenager—shocks her family by insisEng that Michael is alive and in the custody of a mysterious flying boy. 
Wendy negoEates fantasy and reality as those around her resemble characters from Neverland. Given a 
sketchbook by her therapist, Wendy starts to draw. But is The Wendy Project merely her safe space, or a portal 
between worlds? 

Melissa Jane Osborne is an actor and writer who has worked with the Williamstown Theatre FesEval, 
The Samuel French FesEval, NYFringe, and Stella Adler Studio. Her work in new media includes The 
Burg and the first interacEve scripted iPhone game Campus Crush. Her short film Oma is currently 
out to fesEvals naEonwide. She is a proud member of LA’s IAMA Theatre Co. 

Veronica Fish is an arEst and illustrator whose painEngs have been shown in galleries around the 
world. She’s worked on comics for Archie (Archie), Marvel (Spider-Woman, Silk, and Howard the 
Duck), Boom! Studios (SLAM!), and independent projects like Pirates of Mars by JJ Kahrs.

www.hillnadell.com rights@hillnadell.com

Melissa Jane Osborne & Veronica Fish, 
THE WENDY PROJECT 
(Papercutz, July 2017)  

What forces us to finally grow up? A young girl finds her way 
through grief in this stunning graphic novel twist on Peter Pan.  
• Finalist for the Excellence in Graphic Literature Award, YA FicEon 
• A Forbes Best Book of the Year 
• A New York Public Library Best Books for Teens 
• An ALA YALSA Great Graphic Novels for Teens 
• A Junior Library Guild SelecEon 
• Must Read lists: NY Mag’s Vulture; Mental Floss; SYFY Fangrrls 
• OpEoned by The Wolper OrganizaEon with AwesomenessTV 

Rights sold: Czech Republic/Albatros; France/Ankama;  
LaFn America/Oceanus; Poland/Prószyński i S-ka; Russia/Mann Ivanov Ferber 

Graphic novel (Young Adult); Finished book available; 93 pages
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• Cormac McCarthy-meets-Watership Down…Without a doubt, this is one of the year's best books. 

—The Nerdist 

• [LEGEND] will enthrall you…combines the arduous paths of The Fellowship of the Ring with the detritus-based 
visual evocaGveness of Mad Max to create a story that will make any pet-lover hold their furry buddy close for 
fear they might lose them when the world ends.—New York Magazine’s Vulture 

• Superbly wriJen and beauGfully illustrated…It’s not simply a great what-if story, but a close examinaGon of 
how socieGes evolve.—Publishers Weekly 

• A tale of pets and wildlife fighGng back against LovecraPian horrors.—NPR 

• Dog religion, armored cats, and more.—io9 

• This gleeful genre mashup (featuring LovecraPian monsters, armored cats, and so on) is captured by Koehler’s 
gorgeous, Rockwellian art—also designed to mimic dogs’ unique, chromaGc vision of the world. 
—Entertainment Weekly 

• Combines unforgeJable characters, excepGonal world building, and delivers an unforgeJable, biJersweet read 
first page to last . . . Special.—The Good Men Project 

What if a biological terror agent wiped out most of humanity, and our domesGcated animals were leP in charge? 
How would our dogs and cats set about ruling and rebuilding the world? Ransom, the leader of the Dog Tribe, has 
been murdered by a creature known as the Endark. An English Pointer named Legend reluctantly rises to lead in 
his place, vowing to kill the monster once and for all. From acclaimed novelist Samuel Sa[n and award-winning 
illustrator Chris Koehler comes Legend, where cat technology rules, dogs partner with hawks, and humans may be 
the most beastly creatures of all. 
 

Samuel Sa.n is a novelist, essayist, and comic book creator. He is the author of Glint, Legend, The 
Silent End, League of Somebodies, and Adventure Quest. His work has appeared in The AtlanAc, 
Salon, io9, Kotaku, The Good Men Project, and elsewhere. He has an MFA in CreaGve WriGng from 
Mills College and an MFA in Comics from CCA and is the recipient of NYS and SLS Fellowships. 
 

ArGst Chris Koehler is an award-winning illustrator. His work has appeared everywhere from the Los 
Angeles Times to Wired. He illustrates for corporate clients, regularly shows in galleries, and teaches 
IllustraGon in the MFA in Comics Programs at California College of the Arts. 

www.hillnadell.com rights@hillnadell.com

Samuel Sa.n & Chris Koehler, LEGEND 
(Z2 Comics, December 2016) 

How would our dogs and cats rebuild the world we’d destroyed? 
 

• Comic Book Resources Best 100 Comics of the Year 
• Freak Sugar Best of the Year 
• CoCOA Comics Best of the Year 

Rights sold: China/Beijing Total Vision 

Graphic novel; Finished book available; 136 pages
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